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Transformative learning experiences provide people opportunities for critical reflections 
that may give support to awareness and inner transformation [1]. Learning in and with 
nature is a way to change a paradigm about feeling and understanding life [2, 3] and that 
is why it has so much potential for societal reconstruction towards a more sustainable 
world [4]. I would like to invite Dr. Stephan Harding, a natural scientist that holds a PhD 
in behavioral ecology from Oxford University, for a Cozy Conversation. He is one of the 
founders of Schumacher College, a renowned international center for transdisciplinary 
studies in the UK, and now resident scientist and senior lecturer there. In 2008, he was 
the leading scientist in the creation of the Deep Time Walk (DTW) [5, 6], an embodied 
learning activity in which each meter walked counts as one million years in the history of 
the planet, passing e.g. through formation of the Moon, dynamics of the ocean and 
continents, the beginning of life and mass extinction events, until today. Today, there are 
several tools around the DTW available (a free app and several educational materials), 
and in the past years, such walks have been organized around the globe, often during 
particular events, like the COP meetings or Earth Day. Stephan Harding and his work, in 
particular the DTW, have been a big inspiration for the first author’s PhD project on 
holistic approaches, regenerative campus and sustainable wellbeing. For her participatory 
action research, she applies that activity in her university and investigates how inclusive, 
balanced and nature-based learning in HEI can encourage young people to engage with 
global issues. Together with Stephen Harding, we would like to briefly present this 
activity [6], and discuss our experience with organizing the walks at NOVA also telling 
the experience of how the walks have been so far. During our conversation we will 
explore with the audience a concrete phase of the DTW and reflect together how such an 
experience can be used in higher education.  While discussing DTW as an educational 
method, we are invited to get inspired for   new perspectives on our relationship with the 
earth and how we could build together a strong sense of collective responsibility in 
academia as change makers. Through the embodied experience we aim to debate how 
embodied learning in connection to nature can be transformative.  
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